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The oldest testimony of the Brahmi is to be 
found on stone-edicts of the Buddhist 
emperor Ashoka, who rules in the third 
century ante our era.  But the language of 
the edicts is mostly Prakrit or Pali, and it is 
not very reasonable to assume, that a script 
with the holy name of the goddess Sarasvati, 
the consort of God Brahma, was invented 
for the purpose of writing Buddhist 
messages or for languages other than 
Sanskrit
1.  It is more likely that the Buddhist 
king made only use of an invention which 
was already  known for several centuries.   
This supposition is mainly based on the fact, 
that the edicts show a lot of variants without 
a definite historical development
2.  In 
several cases, notably in case of letter t, we 
find the same form in the first century after 
our era as in the third century before, and in 
between the letter is similar to that of the 
Gupta script from the 3
rd century after our 
era. 
 
In the course of the excavations at the 
Mohenjo Daro four sherds have been found, 
which Marshall relates to the Kushan period, 
i.e. to the first century after our era.  The 
letter t occurs five times on these 
inscriptions, and is quite similar to the form 
Buhler gives in line XIX (150 after our era).  
This is most probably the life-time of the 
Kushan king Kanishka, who was famous for 
his cruelty, but became Buddhist in later life 
and inaugurated the Mahayana branch of 
that religion
3.  The Mahayana is a synthesis 
of Hindu and popular beliefs with the 
teaching of the Buddha like Hindu Gods.     
Kanishka also distributed coins with old 
Indian symbols
4  and he wrote himself a 
poem in Sanskrit
5.  This proves that he was 
very much aware of the Indian tradition 
though he himself came from Baktria. 
 
We can hence expect that inscriptions from 
that period do not only contain Buddhistic 
teachings, but also verses or names from the 
Veda or other famous texts of that time, 
notably the Ramayana.  But what were 
found by Marshall were only shreds  with 
short inscriptions and he supposed that they 
contain only names.  But the translation, 
which he gives on this presumption, can be 
satisfactory only to those scholars, who 
believes in his hypothesis. 
 
Marshall admits in one case that it could not 
be deciphered with certainly, and gives no 
translation then at all, in the other three 
cases the translation is no less uncertain, 
based only on a few letters and even those 
are not fixed according to the values the 
letters had at that time
6. 
 
But when we give up the unfruitful 
assumption that the inscriptions contain the 
names of donors and similar worldly 
statements we get quite reasonable 
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and two of them can even be related to the 
Veda in an almost similar way as the 
inscriptions of the Indus seals
7.  One 
inscription deals with Rama, who was 
certainly a famous hero already in that time. 
 
The four inscriptions as published by 
Marshall read as follows
8: 
 
 
 
The equivalent in Sanskrit would be: 
 
1.  Kali deya dharmmya pushyam 
 
The first sign I take as purely ornamental.  It 
could also be a sign for OM.  The fourth 
sign I read according to Marshall as de, the 
last sign I have emended.  The compounds 
have been divided. 
 
The English translation of this sentence is : 
The giving of (the Goddess) Kali (or: to give 
to kali) is lawful and nutritious.  A similar 
statement with both connotations is 
contained in RV IV.51.3ab in respect to the 
Dawn:  Growing bright the Dawns may 
enlighten the generous; rich in giving’s they 
may grant reward. 
 
Marshall ‘translates’ only two words of this 
sentence with “the gift (dheyadharmma) of – 
the name is missing”.  But ‘dheyadharmma’ 
means, taken as a compound ‘the duty of 
giving’ in Buddhist literature according to 
Monier Williams
9.  It makes no sense to this 
connection. 
 
2.  This inscription has only two or 
perhaps three letters, the rest is broken off.  
The first letter is again a tra or tri, the 
second probably a sha, for it is similar to this 
letter in the Gupta script.  This would result 
in trish, thirst.  The whole inscriptions could 
be something like the imperative “may you 
quench the thirst”, which is quite suitable for 
a pot and for the Goddess represented by it. 
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3.  Tratrina(m) sutratra(m) gahi. 
 
By the Gods well – protected go! 
 
This sentence is contained in RV V.70.3 
addressed to Mitra and Varuna : 
 
Protect us, You two, who are like two 
Rudras, together with your protectors, and 
save us as good saviours! May we conquer 
the Dasyus with our bodies! 
 
Here Mitra and Varuna are compared to two 
Rudras, i.e. to Shiva.  The Dasyus, who are 
equal to the Indus people, are also 
mentioned. 
 
The  sentence is delivering the inner 
evidence of four similar letters.  The 
requirement is only fulfilled by the letter tra.  
The fourth sign I read as the number two. 
Numbers 1 or 3 occur frequently occur in 
Rig-Veda to indicate the intonations.  In the 
Yajur-Veda the number two is also used for 
this purpose.  That number-signs as well as 
ligature-letters were used from the very 
beginning in the Brahmi can be taken as a 
proof of her connection with the Indus 
script, which has the same features in regard 
to the signs.  The stroke for a long a is 
missing on the first tra. 
 
 
Marshall reads the first letter as bha, the 
second as ta, for these two letters are quite 
equal in that period.  The other two similar 
letters he does not translate at all.  In this 
way he gets “bhatanamdi”, which he 
explains as the name of “either the donor or 
owner of the vessel”
10.  Analogous to this he 
gets the Pali word “bhadata” (mendicant) for 
the broken inscription 2.  But why should 
the word ‘mendicant’ is written on a vessel? 
 
4.  Ramanuvamsya cancuna mi (tam) 
 
(Measured/given) by the well known of 
Rama’s family. 
 
The first ra is doubled in the inscription, 
which can be explained as a scratch in the 
material.  It gives no sense to double the 
letter here, nor does a letter of this form 
exist anywhere in the Brahmi.  The greatest 
problem is letter four and five.  I read them 
as Vam + sya.  The word Cancun is not very 
frequent.  This gives an additional reason for 
the correctness of the reading. 
 
This translation of the Brahmi inscription is 
also a proof of the religious function of the 
Indus seals.  Both, the authors of the seal 
inscriptions and of these Brahmi sherds were 
priests with little or no worldly ambitions.  
The Gita confirms this by referring to the 
line of raja –  rishis from the time 
immemorial onwards
11. 
 
It is hence quite possible that the letters of 
the Brahmi script were derived from Indus 
signs, as was already supposed by 
Langdon
12.  This could be done in quite a 
simple way.  One has only to take the first 
letter of the words corresponding to some of 
the more frequent pictograms of the Indus 
script and arrange them according to the 
consonants of Sanskrit.  This is called the 
acrophonic method, from Greek ‘akros’ 
being at the head.  From this reason a 
pictographic inscriptions starts generally 
from that side the head of an animal pointing 
at.  Similarly the Semitic script was 
developed by the Phoenicians and the runes 
by the Germans.  Vowels were expressed in 
the Brahmi in the same way as in the later 
Devanagari. 
 
As the pictograms were looked upon as holy 
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ancient traditions13, the letters derived from 
it were also called holy as well in the case of 
the Brahmi as in the case of the Devanagari, 
and also because they were used by priests 
and seers.  Further more, the letters of the 
Devanagari were arranged according to the 
carakas, the subtle centre of the Kundalini – 
Yoga, which has its origin most probably 
also in the Indus-Valley, as is evident from 
several seals with a man in a yogic posture, 
sometimes flanked by two snakes reminding 
of the nadis of Ida and Pingala going along 
side the channel of the Kundalini in the 
spinal cord. 
 
I shall now give a list of the Brahmi letters 
together with a key word giving the meaning 
of the pictograph of the Indus Valley script.  
The key words are not fixed.  But I have 
taken pains that they give the concrete 
image of the Indus sign.  In case of missing 
numbers the relating sign could not be found 
among the Indus signs or they belong to the 
cerebral class, which are hardly used as 
initial letters in Sanskrit.  Mostly only a part 
of an Indus sign is adopted by the Brahmi, 
often in an inverted position. 
 
The Tamil script was invented in the 7
th 
century after our era almost at the same time 
as the Devanagari for Sanskrit
14.  Whereas 
the Devanagari claims the divine origin, 
nothing of this sort is said of the Tamil 
script, it has not even a name.  But it is 
hardly disputed now a day that Sanskrit as 
Tamil alike together with all other North and 
South India scripts were derived from 
Brahmi
15. 
 
In Tamil the acrophonic method is not 
appreciable, because there are several 
consonants in this language. Which do no 
occur at the beginning at all?  The Tamil 
language is ornamental in structure like the 
South Indian art and hence more focused to 
the end of the word and to the extensions by 
the suffixes
16.  This makes it possible to 
arrange the letters, consonants as well as the 
vowels, in a symbolic way entirely 
independent of their alphabetic order.  We 
get then the following diagram: 
 
 
 
According to the symbolic values of the 
Indus pictograms as found out with the help 
of the Rig-Veda, the first group is equal to 
the jaws, the second to the cavern of the 
mouth, the third to the teeth, the fourth to 
the tongue and the fifth to the skull, because 
here the sound of the vowels is formed.  It is 
also equal to the element ether and likewise 
the other groups can be affiliated to the other 
four elements: the jaws to the earth, the 
cavern of the mouth to the waters, the teeth 
to the fire, and the tongue to the air, because 
it moves in the air, because it moves in the 
air of the mouth.  The tongue is also the 
symbol of fire in the Veda and 
corresponding to this “Pavana” in Sanskrit 
means both air and fire. 
 
The five classes can also be divided into 
male and female: The first and the third 
class are female, the second is the male and 
the fifth belong to both sexes.  By this it 
becomes obvious that the Tamil script 
expresses the whole cosmos just alike the 
Devangari.  The reason here of is that both 
have their root in the Indus script.  The over 
–  estimation of the Devanagari cannot be 
justified therefore. 
 
When we look upon a script in its symbolic 
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especially for children, whose mind is still 
working in an irrational manner and is hence 
much nearer to the way of thinking of the 
ancient man.  Moreover, when we trace back 
a letter script to its spiritual origin, we open 
up a way for the mind to recollect its own 
heritage. 
 
In the last 3000  years humanity has 
developed almost entirely along the rational 
way of thinking.  It is high time to go back 
to the past, where the mind was led by 
intuition instead of mere calculation. 
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